Rapid repeated cloning of mutant lac repressor genes.
We have developed a procedure to efficiently recover lac repressor mutations (lacI-) from F'lac onto a single-stranded M13 phage vector. The recovery is based on homologous recombination between F'lac and an M13lac vector. This vector, mRS81, carries the entire Escherichia coli lacI gene as well as the adjacent alpha-complementation region of the lacZ gene, inserted in the AvaI site of the M13 ori region. It also carries a single point mutation in lacZ- alpha which abolishes its alpha-complementing ability. Recovery of lacI- genes from F is based on the conversion of this lacI+Z- alpha phage to lacI-Z+ alpha by recombination with F'lacI-Z+. This double exchange restores its alpha-complementing ability in the absence of any inducer of the lac operon. Detection requires a lacI- alpha-complementation host, which was also constructed in this study. The procedure was developed to obtain rapid nucleotide sequence information on large collections of lacI mutants for the purpose of studying mutational mechanisms and specificities.